Press Release for Immediate Release

Let’s celebrate February - “SSi Family Day”
February 11, 2010 – SSi has announced today that they will be adding a new
statutory “paid” holiday to their yearly calendar. The third Monday in February
will now be coined “SSi Family Day”.
“Our staff work hard and this is just one of the ways we can reward them. We
decided that because there are no stat holidays in February and it’s a pretty
gloomy month that this would be the best month to implement our new holiday.
This new holiday gives the SSi Family as a whole the opportunity to rest and
enjoy time with family and friends” ~Craig Broddy / SSi
SSi now has a schedule of twelve paid holidays on its yearly calendar, which is
two more than the standard Territorial schedule. As part of SSi’s new holiday
schedule, Boxing Day will also become a paid holiday. SSi has staff in Ontario,
Northwest Territories and Newfoundland that will all benefit from these additional
holidays.
For additional information you can visit: www.ssimicro.com/jobs
About SSi: Based in Yellowknife, NT, SSI is a recognized leader in the field of
remote and rural connectivity. SSI is the largest Internet Service Provider in
Northern Canada, serving more than 60 communities within Nunavut and the
Northwest Territories. SSI's accomplishments include the deployment of
satellite/wireless networks throughout Nunavut and the Northwest Territories, as
well as various communications projects in developing nations. SSI is a unique
Northern company recognized for its ability to use various technologies in order
to deliver complete solutions that address the needs of its clients. They are
renowned for being on the leading edge of the latest developments in satellite,
wireless and Internet technologies.
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